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PREFACE
The evolving needs and behaviours of investors, supported by advances in technology, have
created opportunities for both traditional players and new disruptors to reshape the wealth
management industry. In recent years, new companies have offered wealth management solutions
using advanced technologies, including artificial intelligence, big data analysis, cloud computing,
and blockchain. These technologies changed the way in which the wealth management business
operates.
A new segment, wealth-tech, is now on the rise around the world. It focuses on technology-based
solutions and aims to enhance and transform the process and results of retail investment. These
technologies have not only addressed retail investors’ pain points in efficiency and experience, but
also helped wealth managers to lower costs and reach a longer tail of potential customers.
China has seen a significant accumulation of wealth, leading to demand for offshore investment.
In addition, China is becoming a major force in financial technology: It is shaping the wealth-tech
industry of the future and taking it to another level.
Oliver Wyman is publishing this report to analyse the potential impact of China on the wealth-tech
market. It answers the following questions:
1. What and how big is the wealth-tech market?
2. How will China influence the wealth-tech market?
3. How are leading Chinese players reshaping online securities trading?
What factors will lead to success?
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1. A GLANCE AT THE WEALTH-TECH MARKET
1.1. TECHNOLOGIES IN WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Technology has changed the traditional way of wealth management. Retail investors used to
manage their wealth through the traditional means offered by banks and securities firms, so they
suffered from inconvenience, unfavorable experiences, and high fees. For example, the user
interfaces of most banks and securities firms in Hong Kong are based on systems developed for
institutional investors, and they are much less user-friendly for retail investors who want to trade
online. Despite such suboptimal solutions, commissions are relatively high – usually between 0.1
and 0.2 percent. Access to basic market information incurs additional fees.
Now, a wide range of technologies is helping to ease these pain points – in particular, big data,
artificial intelligence, online social networks, and mobile technology and the Internet of things.
Figure 1: Example of application of technologies across wealth management market
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Big Data
Big data offers more-advanced approaches to analyse and use data. It has a range of applications,
from customer analysis and product pricing to risk management. Online financial service platforms
can adopt more-targeted marketing tactics, such as next-product-to-buy (NPTB) suggestions to
increase cross-selling and lead customers to new product offerings. Data can help take risk into
consideration when pricing investment products, so making these platforms more competitive.
Big data analytics can also facilitate the analysis of multiple data sources in order to create credit
profiles. A wider range of data – such as online footprint, Internet use, mobile use, and transaction
channels – can be combined with traditional credit data to generate a more-comprehensive profile
of clients.
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Artificial Intelligence
AI applications are increasingly widespread and complex. An online financial service platform can
develop intelligent accounts and portfolios for its customers; investor-matching engines to enhance
its competitiveness; or strengthen its risk-management systems and tools. In addition, companies
can also leverage AI techniques such as facial recognition, which enables precise and timely identity
verification, improving the customer experience throughout the investment journey.

Mobile Internet
The widespread adoption of wealth-tech is not possible without a high penetration of mobile
Internet users. The mobile phone has had great success as a means of financial inclusion for Asia’s
unbanked population masses. Mobile devices are also playing an important role at the opposite
end of the market to mobilize wealth and investment management. With mobile Internet access,
wealth managers can offer a completely new investment experience, in which customers can
manage their investments easily – both in terms of obtaining advice and of trading and execution.
This further increases the efficiency of the capital market.

Social Networks
It has been hard for investors to find good teachers and peers, but social networks and the investor
community are causing rapid change. Investors who are active within that community can help
others obtain useful information. In addition, social networks are a way to interact directly with the
best investors and to start building a relationship of trust. Moreover, investors who engage in social
trading networks can gain an edge by using the so-called wisdom of crowds. Sharing ideas and past
experiences helps to increase everyone’s learning curve, and the development of trading literacy
can lead to mutual success for all involved.
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF THE WEALTH-TECH MARKET
When wealth meets technology it creates a new market, and wealth-tech developed rapidly in
many countries over the past couple of years. The wealth-tech market can be segmented into the
B2B model, in which technology service providers target institutional customers, and the B2C
model, in which technology-oriented platforms target retail investors to improve their investment
experiences and lower their costs.
In this report, we will focus on the “to C” model of wealth-tech, which can be further segmented
according to type of investment asset – in particular assets that are publicly traded and those that
are not. We have defined four submarkets: online securities trading, online marketplace investing,
online crowdfunding, and comprehensive online wealth management.
Figure 2: Types of wealth-tech
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The “to C” model consists of online securities trading, with a global transaction volume of
$35 trillion; online marketplace investing, with a volume of $88 billion; online crowdfunding,
at $8 billion; and online wealth management, where $5 trillion of assets are under management.
Between 20 and 65 percent of the volumes in these submarkets are from China.
Figure 3 Global and China wealth-tech market sizes as of 2017
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Online securities trading
Online securities trading platforms, commonly known as digital brokers, aim to provide an
alternative to traditional brokerages by facilitating access to stock market information and
investment. Robinhood is the prime example in the United States, while rising Chinese players
include Futu Securities. China’s online retail securities market has grown tremendously in recent
years, from $1.8 trillion in 2012 to $12.7 trillion in 2017, representing compound annual growth
of 47.8 percent. (See Section 3.)

Online marketplace investing
Individuals can also invest in non-standard credit assets through marketplace investing and lending
platforms, also known as peer-to-peer platforms. These investments generally yield higher returns
than publicly traded fixed income products, and they come with higher credit risks. The underlying
assets normally consist of consumer financing or lending to small- and medium-sized enterprises.
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The P2P industry has experienced strong growth in China over the past decade because of large
demand from borrowers and investors whose needs were underserved – or not served at all –
by traditional financial institutions.
PPDai, one of China’s pioneer marketplace lending platforms, offers multiple investment options
for consumer loans, as well as a secondary loan market to facilitate loan transfers. By 2018, it had
already registered 78 million cumulative users. Investors can pick investment products of varying
yields and durations. Leading global players include Lending Club and Funding Circles.

Online crowdfunding
Crowdfunding is the process whereby people invest in an early-stage unlisted company in exchange
for shares in the company, which is why it is also known as equity crowd-investing. It lets retail
investors act as venture capitalists by investing directly in private companies – the kind of
investment that was previously limited to wealthy or accredited investors. Globally, a handful of
platforms focus specifically on accessing startup investments, for example Angelist and Wefunder.
In China, equity crowdfunding only started in 2013. In 2015, Alibaba launched its ANTSDAQ
platform and JD started JD Equity Crowdfunding, and in just a year since establishment, JD Equity
Crowdfunding has helped 89 startups raise over $170 million and became a leading player in China.
While equity-based crowdfunding was relatively slow to get started in China, it is picking up fast
and totaled $1.6 billion in 2017.

Comprehensive online wealth management
Online wealth management is growing in significance. It differs from traditional wealth
management in its products, channels, investment philosophy, and services. One typical application
is robo-advisory. These platforms offer financial advice or investment management solutions with
minimal human intervention, instead utilizing artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
algorithms to build a diversified portfolio based on a client’s risk profile, appetite, and objectives.
Leading players in the US include Charles Schwab. In China, Lufax leverages data analytics and
artificial intelligence to get an all-round picture of its investors from their credit data, daily
transactions, and investment behavior. It can then find the right products for them. Lufax has also
launched robo-advisory services. China’s online wealth management market has grown rapidly and
reached $1.1 trillion in assets under management in 2017.
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2. EMERGENCE OF CHINA FORCES
2.1. CHINA’S WEALTH
Chinese consumers accumulated wealth as they urbanized. In 2017, the urban population reached
814 million, or 58 percent of the total, and it is expected to reach 899 million in 2022,
or 63 percent. (See Figure 4.)
Figure 4: Urban vs. rural population in China
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Continuous waves of urbanization have been the main driver of higher household income, better
education, and increasing wealthy for the mass population in lower-tier cities and urban areas.
As such, Chinese per capita personal disposable income has continued to grow, albeit at a slowing
rate, and reached $3,600 in 2017. (See Figure 5.)
Figure 5: China’s real annual disposable income per capita
USD K, 2012–2017
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Source: National Bureau of Statistics of China, Oliver Wyman analysis
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These increases in disposable income have driven up Chinese personal investable assets,
which increased from $11 trillion in 2012 to $22 trillion in 2017, or compound annual growth of
15 percent. In the following five years, we estimate, they will rise at a rate of 11 percent to reach
$37 trillion.
Figure 6: Personal investable assets in China
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Source: Forbes, Credit Suisse, World Bank, Oliver Wyman estimation

This growing wealth has fueled significant demand for wealth management over the past few
years, especially among high-net-worth individuals and the growing middle class. They are
gradually demanding investments outside China in order to diversify their risks and because of the
dollar-renminbi exchange rate, lower risk-adjusted yields of onshore assets, and the boom in
leading Chinese enterprises’ overseas capital market activities.
Chinese investors’ offshore assets grew from $0.2 trillion in 2012, when they were just 2 percent of
their total investment assets, to $1.1 trillion in 2017, when they were 5 percent of the total.
That represents compound annual growth of 38.1 percent. By 2022 offshore assets will reach
$3.5 trillion after compound annual growth of 26 percent over five years.
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Figure 7: China personal investable assets offshore allocation
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Offshore financial assets have grown more strongly than the other two asset categories, real estate
and cash/deposits. We expect such growth to continue: Between 2017 and 2022, offshore financial
assets – consisting of equities, fixed income, insurance and alternative assets – will grow at a
compound annual rate of 28 percent to reach $2.1 trillion, we estimate.
Figure 8: China offshore asset allocation
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The trend towards offshore investments has become powerful. It will have an impact both on
Chinese wealth managers and their business models and on wealth managers around the world.
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2.2. CHINA’S TECH
Chinese investors are bringing a new set of characteristics and investment behavior to global
markets, to a large extent driven by Internet-centered lifestyles. These changes have been driven
by China’s Internet giants – known collectively as BATJ: Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, and JD – which
have established online ecosystems that provide a wide range of consumer services and have
significantly changed customers’ daily behavior.
Figure 9: Illustration of ownership and direct investments of Chinese Internet giants
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Figure 10 illustrates how Chinese consumers’ daily lives are connected to these Internet giants.
Figure 10: Illustration of China online ecosystem
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Chinese investors have a number of distinctive characteristics:
A do-it-yourself spirit
Unlike their US peers, who tend to rely on wealth or asset managers, many Chinese retail investors
trade securities and purchase wealth management products directly. Reasons include a reluctance
to trust other people with wealth-related decisions, underdeveloped wealth and
asset-management industries, and a speculation-oriented market.
These retail investors account for around 80 percent of total domestic securities trading volume,
and they demand direct, convenient investment channels in which they can easily manage their
own investments and obtain information and advice at a low cost. Their demand has provided an
opportunity for a wealth-tech industry to emerge and offer retail investors faster, cheaper,
and more-user-friendly solutions.
As Chinese investors begin to manage their overseas investments, their preference for DIY
solutions is reshaping the wealth management industry in places like Hong Kong. This in turn is
influencing the behavior of local investors in those places. Something similar happened in the US
after the emergence of discounted and online brokers targeting millennials. The new brokers
triggered a trend towards DIY investment even though the country’s mainstream consisted of
managed wealth and institutional investors.
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Tech-savvy
The rapid development of Internet giants such as Alibaba and Tencent in the past decade has made
the Chinese tech-savvy, and they are now very used to online shopping and mobile payments.
One consequence is that Chinese investors are receptive to new technologies and open to digital
wealth management. In addition, fintech players in China react to market demand quickly:
They adopt new technologies and launch new products and services in days rather than months.
This is a contrast to more-developed markets such as Hong Kong, which have mature,
well-established investment industry dominated by traditional players. Investors in these markets
tend to be older and their needs are better served. As a result they are more comfortable
managing their wealth with traditional options, such as branches and phone calls, than they are
with new technologies.

Price-sensitive
China consumers are used to the online economy, where there is high level of transparency and
much information is available, and they tend to compare prices for the best value. In addition,
the BATJs use their main businesses – such as retail, gaming, and advertisements – to subsidize
different types of free service. As a result, Chinese consumers are often unwilling to pay for
services. Advisory fees account for less than 5 percent of wealth managers’ total income,
compared to more than 30 percent in the US. One example of a free service in China is the stock
price information offered by most online securities players.
When Chinese investors took their wealth offshore to places such as Hong Kong, these
characteristics presented challenges to existing players. The technology from China, represented by
Alibaba and Tencent, is using this opportunity to expand outside China. Compared to traditional
players, the technology from China brings not only new technologies, but also new business models
that have been proven in China. Thanks to their success in China and on global capital markets,
most of these tech players are well funded and have a strong capital base with which to withstand
any price competition. They usually adopt quite an aggressive customer-oriented strategy,
which involves subsidized prices and high-quality service – real-time response services for example.
Such strong China tech has changed the dynamics of multiple spaces in the global wealth-tech
landscape by raising the industry’s level of services and customers’ expectations. As a result,
the online securities market is being reshaped.
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3. CHINA FORCES IN ONLINE SECURITIES MARKET
3.1. OVERVIEW OF THE GLOBAL ONLINE SECURITIES MARKET
The online retail securities market is for the trading of securities that have been ordered directly
by individual or retail investors and then channeled to brokers via electronic media. The global
transaction volume of retail securities rose from $44 trillion in 2012 to $59 trillion in 2017,
representing compound annual growth of 6 percent over five years and driven by an enlargement
of the retail investor base. The percentage of online transactions more than doubled over the same
period, from $8.8 trillion in 2012 to $27.8 trillion in 2017, or compound annual growth of
26 percent. The big jump in 2015 was driven by the bull market in China.
Figure 11: Global retail securities market transaction volume
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Leading players in the online global securities market include TD Ameritrade and
Interactive Brokers. TD Ameritrade was the first broker to support 24/5 trading – 24 hours a day,
five days a week. It has won awards for its platforms, tools, and mobile apps, as well as its research,
customer service, and education. Interactive Brokers is one of the largest online securities trading
firms in the US, offering transaction services for stocks, options, futures, and other financial
products in locations including Europe, Hong Kong, and Australia.
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3.2. OVERVIEW OF THE CHINA ONLINE SECURITIES
MARKET
China has become the largest market for online securities trading, contributing between 40 and
60 percent of the global online trading volume between 2015 and 2017, up from less than
20 percent in 2012. This is a result of both the development of China’s capital market and the
increase in its online penetration.

Figure 12: Global online retail securities trading volume
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Over the past decades, despite a few tough years, the Chinese securities market has expanded
strongly, thanks to significant restructuring and market recovery. Trading activity in Chinese
securities picked up in earnest in the latter half of the 1990s after the start of online stock trading
and the widespread introduction of self-service trading terminals in brokerage branches. In the
early 2000s, over 70 percent of security firms provided online securities trading service and nearly
20 percent of the total trading volume was online. As competition intensified, demand grew for
better service quality and coverage. The competitive landscape gradually shifted from a price war
and commoditized services towards technology advances and service quality.
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Figure 13: Turnover forecast of China domestic online retail securities market
USD TN, 2012–2022F
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A variety of players have now entered the market, including top traditional financial institutions
with self-developed online platforms and alliances of information providers and middle-sized
securities firms. As the online penetration rate reaches over 80 percent, major players are focusing
their efforts on expanding their share of the existing market. Cooperation between Internet giants
and leading securities firms is producing synergies between traffic and industry insight, as well as
between services like wealth management advisory and standardized products available from
online channels. For the foreseeable future, the Chinese market will play a more-important role in
the global online securities market and contribute to changes in the rules of the game.

Case example:
Huatai Securities – a leading onshore online securities trading platform
Traditional Chinese securities firms started to adopt Internet strategies in 2009.
Huatai Securities was one of the earliest and developed a low-brokerage-commission strategy
to attract investors, taking advantage of low operating costs resulting from technology
advances. It launched a mobile trading app in 2014, and its share of transaction volume
increased from less than 5 percent in 2013 to around 8 percent in 2017. Key features include
the ability to open an account in three minutes, real-time securities market information, and
more than 100 online investment professionals to provide advisory services. In late 2017,
Huatai announced an upgrade for the app, which now uses artificial intelligence to monitor
securities performance in real time.
Huatai’s mobile app has around 7 million active investors as of August 2018, significantly more
than PingAn Securities, which is ranked second with around 4 million. China’s online retail
securities market has also attracted tech giants such as Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, which
have been actively investing. Tencent invested in Futu Securities, and Alibaba-backed YF
Financial acquired Reorient Group and expanded into the online wealth management and
brokerage businesses. However, the investment and strategic resources needed are entry
barriers to new joiners and small players.
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The offshore online securities market is much smaller than the onshore but has experienced even
faster growth. It expanded from $11.8 billion in 2012 to $297.5 billion in 2017, compound annual
growth of 90.8 percent. It will grow to $1,355.8 billion in 2022, we estimate, after compound
growth of 35.4 percent over five years.
Figure 14: China’s offshore online retail securities trading volume
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The leading players in this market are relatively new to the securities business and mostly have
strong links to technology companies. For example, Futu Securities was founded by former Tencent
employees and invested in by Tencent. One of Tiger securities’ major shareholders is Xiaomi.
These newcomers offer low commissions and an online-only transaction channel. Investors can
execute trades using a mobile or desktop app with limited involvement from brokers.
These brokers adopt asset-light models and use their strong technology capabilities to attract a
large user base. Some of the brokers offer social networking channels that provide the latest
market information.

Case example:
Futu Securities – a leading offshore online securities trading platform
Futu Securities is a leading technology-driven online securities trading services platform,
which allows individual investors to trade securities in various markets. It also offers a variety
of products and services designed to simplify the investing process, including real-time stock
quotes, market data, and news. In addition, Futu hosts an interactive investor community
where users and clients can exchange investment views and ideas. This community gives
investors the opportunity to attend lessons, share their analyses, and join the live earnings
calls of listed companies.
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Figure 15: Futu Securities App
Real time stock quote
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3.3. KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR OFFSHORE ONLINE
SECURITIES TRADING
The most successful offshore online securities trading platforms leverage their tech parents’
technologies and customer bases, as well as insights and solutions proven in domestic markets.
According to our observations, they tend to have the characteristics below.

Closed-loop, proprietary technology facilities
To stay ahead of the market, leading securities firms need robust systems to support all the
processes along the securities-transaction value chain, from the mobile app in the front office
to trading, clearing, and risk management in the back.
• Proprietary systems: Leading players should develop their own systems for the whole securities
transaction process, from mobile app and customer relationship management to trading,
clearing, and risk management. This will mean they have independent platforms that do not rely
on systems provided by third parties or other securities firms.
• Scalability: The systems need to be designed so that they can be scaled up to cope with any
sudden increase in trading volume due to high market volatility. If a trade cannot be executed
on a timely basis due to technical issues, investors may switch to another platform.
• Security: Safety is always investors’ top concern. Leading securities firms should make system
security a priority, as any security incidents would significantly affect investors’ confidence
in them.
Excellent user experience
A favorable experience is crucial for attracting and retaining investors.
There are four key components:
• Efficient services: Transactions must be executed efficiently and on a timely basis. The investor
experience can further be enhanced by letting investors monitor the performance of their
investments round the clock.
• Accurate, real-time information: Securities trading requires analysis of the most up-to-date
information. Leading platforms should therefore provide accurate, real-time information that
investors can reference before they make an investment decision. Such services rely heavily on
relationships with information providers.
• Easy to use: Both the PC and mobile versions of the securities platform need simple,
user-friendly designs.
• Low transaction costs: Competition means that low transaction costs are a weapon for
increasing market share. Leading platforms do not necessarily charge zero transaction fees,
but in general they have low-cost, easy-to-understand transaction schemes.
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Effective, low-cost access
New investors need to be obtained and signed up efficiently in order to cover the operating and
marketing costs. In general, there are two methods:
• Conversion from internal ecosystem: Leading platforms normally develop their own investor
ecosystems, which provide securities information, trading facilities, and performance tracking.
A user may download an app and read the information on it before investing in securities.
Accurate, real-time securities information is a way to attract these users and make them part of
the ecosystem. Once these users have developed an understanding of the ecosystem, platforms
can then turn them into investors.
• External acquisition: Securities player can promote their services and attract new investors by
cooperating with third-parties, such as social media platforms. Financial services comparison
players publish information on different securities firms, including their commission rates,
minimum commission fees, margin rates, and custody fees. Some of the firms offer these
comparison websites referral fees as a means to attract new investors.

These three attributes have helped new platforms establish a presence in markets such as
Hong Kong, where they are quickly capturing a share of local investors. Futu Securities has become
the fourth biggest online securities retail trading platform in Hong Kong in terms of revenue
generated. Its annual H-share transaction volume was 300 billion Hong Kong dollars in 2017, with
around 15 percent of its transactions coming from investors in Hong Kong. These new platforms
will continue to grow as Chinese wealth moves to other markets, such as Singapore and the US, and
as technology-oriented experiences and low-cost services appeal to younger people around
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